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1) Equipment Required: 

  A netBooter (B) unit to be upgraded. 

 A PC with network connection.  A PC could be Windows type, Linux, etc.. 

 A TFTP server program installed on the above PC.  Typically, TFTP program is a 

built-in utility program in operating systems.  

 

2) New Firmware files: 

There are two firmware files are needed for a completed unit upgrade.  In some cases, 

only one file is needed. 

 

xxx.hex:  a hex file to be uploaded by using TFTP. 

xxx.bin:  a binary to be loaded via the unit’s Web interface. 

 

3) Uploading xxx.hex file: 

There are two steps for uploading the hex file:   

 

  At serial or telnet terminal, type a command “upgrade 1”; 

  then promptly at a PC host type: tftp command  

  

Step 1:  At PC host,  initiate the transfer (uploading): 

At Windows DOS prompt: locate the hex file and then type command below: 

 

      tftp  IP_ADDR put xxx.hex 

 

     where IP_ADDR is the active IP address for the unit to be uploaded; 

 

 
 

Step 2:  At the Synaccess unit’s serial terminal or Telnet terminal, type command below: 

 

upgrade 1 

 

Then, you should first observe that the unit LINK LED blinking in every second. After a 

few seconds, you should see the LED continuing the one-second blinking with quick 

LED flashing embedded in.  The uploading should be done in less than 30 seconds. 

 

 After the hex file uploading,  the unit will re-start itself in 60 seconds,  or you can re-

cycle the power to start immediately. 
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If “timeout” error message occurred,  please go to the “Trouble Shooting” Section. 

 

4) Uploading the xxx.bin file: 

 After uploading the hex file,  the unit starts running. Once the unit is active on IP 

network, open up a web browser.  Type the follow text At the URL field: 

http://IP_ADDR/synl 

 

 
 

 Locate the file xxx.bin then press Upload button as shown from the above image. 

Uploading the binary file takes about one 40- 60 seconds. 

 

 

5) Problem solving - Hex File Uploading Failed and How to Fix it:. 

 

If hex file upgrading was failed due to unit network interface disconnection or unit power 

removal while uploading the unit, the unit often becomes no operational.  In this case,  

you need to do the following steps to recover it: 

 

a) Re-power cycle the unit (the unit show no signs of operation).  The unit now is 

running an embedded bootloader program and waiting to be uploaded with 

application firmware (a hex file).  Now the unit’s IP address is defaulted to 

“192.168.2.220”.  Network LINK LED should be blinking in every second if the 

network port is connected. 

b) Start your PC with network matching “192.168.2.x” subnet.  Make network 

connection from the PC to the unit by using an Ethernet Cross-Over cable.   

c) Start TFTP program discuss in Section 3.  Type the command as follows: 

 

tftp 192.168.2.220 put xxx.hex 
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After transferring is completed,  the unit should start itself in 60 seconds, or you 

could re-cycle the power to start right way. 

 

6) Binary File Uploading Failed and How to Fix it: 

 

Just repeating the procedure discussed in Section 4). 

 

 

End of Document. 


